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1. Successful Binary Options Trading Strategy
Successful binary options traders approach the market with 3 key tools: great
binary options strategies, a money management strategy and the use of
automated binary software – the so called systems or robots.

These tools are absolute necessities for any trader. This book will explain the
basic of these three binary options strategies, and provide you with links to all
relevant fields. It is the perfect starting point for you to create your own binary
options strategy.

1. Trading Strategy
Binary options are short term investments. Therefore, timing is just as
important to your success as correctly predicting the direction of the market.
Your strategies for trading should clearly define the signal you want to trade,
and when you want to enter the market when the signal occurs. Based on
technical analysis, there are a number of possibilities:
 Trading the breakout: You can trade the market breaking out of a
continuation or a reversal pattern. More accurately, you have to define
whether your will invest in a binary option in anticipation of the breakout,
in reaction to the breakout, or in reaction to the pullback. Which option
you chose depends entirely on your preferences.
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 Trading trend lines: Trend lines can be traded the same way as support
and resistance levels. You can invest in the impending turnaround when
a trend approaches a trend line, and you can invest the price breaking
through a trend line.
 Trading percentage retracements: In a trend, retracements usually end
at a percentage of 40 to 60 percent of the prior advance. Investing in a
turnaround in price direction around these levels of a retracement can
provide you with good trading opportunities.
 Trading the gap: Sometimes prices take a big jump in either direction.
The created gap is likely to close again. You can invest in the closing of
the gap with a binary option.
 Trading technical indicators: Technical indicators can provide you with
great insight to what the market is doing. Applied the right way,
technical indicators can also generate signals you can trade with binary
options.
 Trading candlestick formations: Candlestick formation can provide you
with short term indications about future price movements. By being able
to recognize and interpret candlestick formations, you can find many
attractive trading opportunities.

NOTE: Investors should open an account with legit and safe binary broker in
order to trade binary options and to apply those strategies.
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2. Money Management Strategy
Without a good money management even
the best trading binary options strategy
will ruin you eventually. In binary options,
you will inevitably lose some trades.
Therefore, the main goal of your trading
approach cannot be to win all trades, but
to win enough trades to end up with a net
profit in the end. Money management is
the tool that will help you achieve that.

Good money management consists of a number of rules, most importantly
that you should only invest a fixed small percentage of your overall capital in
one trade. This percentage should not be higher than 5 percent.

3. Trading With Automated Binary Options Systems
Many binary options strategies depend on technical analysis where you look
for certain patterns in the way the price of an asset moves, and try to make
predictions about future price movements based on these patterns.

Today there are many tools and features that can make this process much
easier. Those are the binary options robots – an automated trading software
which can place trades based on the MOST profitable opportunities on the
financial markets. Those systems can analyze a huge amount of financial
data and can be 95% accurate in their predictions.
>> Visit 100% Trusted & Safe Robot Here <<
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2. How to Base Your Binary Strategies on Automated Systems?
Signals are simply recommended trades generated by very sophisticated
pieces of software. These programs absorb and process enormous amounts
of market data and uses advanced algorithms to identify the BEST trading
possibilities.

How to base your binary options strategies on robots?
The robot is software that is based on highly advanced
technology and algorithms. A binary robot also processes
huge amounts of data and uses to identify promising trades. It
also executes trades on your behalf. This means that by using
a robot you are effectively outsourcing all your trading.

IMPORTANT NOTE: An automated system will scan the markets, do the analysis and
even take care of the decision making process. This offers a number of advantages.

Many robots exist, but there is no doubt that
QBITs MegaProfit System is one of the best trading solutions
available on the market for free. If you would like to go with a
robot-based strategy, our team recommends you to sign up with
this provider.
FREE TIP: Your Binary Options strategy determines whether you will win or lose money as
a trader. Many traders, therefore, are constantly looking for a better strategy to increase
their profits.
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3. Which Binary Options Strategy
is Right for YOU?

Is there such thing as the perfect binary options strategy? In real life binary
trading, the winning percentage of each strategy will be relatively constant.
The percentage of successful trades, however, will vary greatly, depending on
which trader applies a certain strategy. If you like to be right, you should
choose a Binary Options Strategy that will guarantee you a high winning
percentage, even if the return per trade is not as much as with a more risky
strategy.
>> See FREE Strategy With The Highest Winning Rate Here <<

There is a best strategy for each individual trader. The success of a strategy
is determined by your ability to follow it as close to 100% of the time as
possible. Choose a strategy you feel comfortable with and that will generate a
profit.

When you are new to Binary Options it may be a smart idea to try trading with
an automated trading software. This way, you can eliminate financial risks,
minimize the losses and as a result to maximize the profits.
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60 Seconds Binary Options Strategy
This strategy will provide every trader with a greater
insight to how the market works. To create your own
60 Seconds binary options strategy first of all, you can
look for trends in short time frames. These trends are
short lived and most of the time does not obey to
trend lines as strictly as trends in longer time frames.
Therefore, you have to be quick when trading them.

As a 60 Seconds trader, you have to work with less secure predictions than
other traders. On the other hand, you will have an abundance of trading
opportunities compared to other strategies. A 60 Seconds binary options
strategy can generate tradable signals every few minutes. This means,
although you have to accept a higher percentage of losing trades, if you still
manage to make a profit, a 60 Seconds binary options strategy can help you
make a lot of profits in a short time. In order to use this strategy open an
account with one of the brokers below who offer 60 Seconds Options.
TOP Brokers

TOP US Broker
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Candlestick Strategy
A candlestick chart is used to visualize the price movement of an asset. It
can compress all the information of a given time period into one candlestick.
This enables you to get all the important information you need quicker than
with a regular price chart.

Each candlestick represents the price movement of a certain time interval
from a few seconds to days, and consists of a body and a wick. The body
represents the opening and closing price of the asset in the given time period.
If the closing price is higher than the opening price, the body color is white
and the candlestick is classified as bullish. Is the closing price lower than the
opening price, the body color is black and the candlestick is bearish.
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Double Up Strategy
This strategy does not require any chart study or analysis and is very easy to
understand and implement. It is used when a trader is in a strong positing and
the investment is looking very good to make profit. Using this strategy the
traders can double up their initial invested amount while the parameters will
stay the same as when the original investment was made.

There are some downsides of this strategy. It is useless if you losing or you
are not in a very strong position. This is also important to understand that the
double up strategy is basically a feature and all the binary options brokers do
not offer it. Check the safe brokers who offer it below.

High / Low Options
This binary options type can generate the highest winning
percentage. These options require you to predict whether
the market will rise or fall over a given period of time. You
will win your binary option if the market has moved by
only one pip in the right direction. Here are a few other
strategies you can use:
 Moving Average Crossovers - For this strategy, simply use two
moving averages: One with a higher number of periods and one with a
lower number of periods. The moving average with the lower number of
periods will follow market movements more closely, while the moving
average with the higher number of periods will be slower to react.
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 Swing Trading - In a trend, swing traders try to benefit from each
movement from high to low and vice versa. When you recognize a
weakening swing, invest in a High/Low option in the opposite direction
of the swing. Use a medium to long expiration time of around 5 periods.
The movement should have enough time to develop.
 Automated Trading – Many investors choose this strategy for trading
High/Low Options. The advanced technology and algorithms used by
the robots to analyze the market trends cannot be replaced by any
trading expert no matter of his knowledge or professional skills.

Boundary Options
Boundary options are with a higher payout than
High/Low options that do not require you to predict the
future market direction exactly. They take away the
hardest part of trading while rewarding traders with a
higher payout. You can win your option by simply
predicting that the market will move far enough in either direction. To win, you
only have to estimate how far the market can move over a given period of
time.
>> Check This 100% FREE Automated Solution <<

To know how far the market can move, you can use The Average True
Range. The ATR calculates how far the market has moved with each single
period in the recent past. By multiplying the ATR’s value with the number of
periods until your boundary option will expire, you get the maximum market
movement in this time.
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THE EXPERTS AT

RECOMMEND THE USAGE OF

BINARY OPTIONS TRADING SYSTEMS.

WHY?
4. Benefits of Using Automated Binary Robot
There are a lot of benefits when you start with a binary trading software.
When you let an automated system trade for you, you can:


Keep Emotions to The Low Level. Whether you have lost a lot of money
in trading or have profited a lot, auto trading will prevent you from
overtrading. It will prevent your emotions from controlling how you
trade.



Preserve Discipline – rules are already established before the trading
tasks are undertaken by the auto trading software. So the chances of
making mistakes are minimized.



Diversify Trading – it is possible to trade multiple accounts, spread risk
and use different strategies at the same time.



Achieve Consistency – a binary trading system trades according to the
plan and does not get influenced by any other factor.



Maximize Profits – these systems are fast and accurate and they
execute trades at the right time which ensures maximum profitability.

IMPORTANT NOTE: A reliable and trustworthy system should be compatible with legit and
safe binary options brokers.

>> Choose a TOP Broker Here <<
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In order to start trading online you need to open an account with
legit and trusted broker. In this field there are numerous nonregulated brokers, most of them with shady reputation.

Still, we are struggling to find the good ones and provide you with
their unbiased reviews and customer feedbacks. Trading binary
options is not absolutely free of risk but we can help you minimize it.

By researching the market daily and following the financial news,
the team at Top10BinaryStrategy is always up to date with the
latest alerts, and upcoming launches of binary options trading
systems, and online brokers.
The Binary Options Team
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